Notes on ‘[a small] MONUMENT to John Fennyhouse Green’
© David Patten
Stourport Canal Basins, 2006-2008
“Understanding something in just one way is a rather fragile kind of understanding. ...you need
to understand something [in] at least two different ways in order to really understand it. Each
way of thinking about something strengthens and deepens each of the other ways of thinking
about it…”
– Mitchell Resnick: ’Turtles, Termites and Traffic Jams: Explorations in Massively Parallel
Microworlds’, MIT, Press 1999
The nature of reality, history, space and time as fictional realms with infinite possibilities.
And a questioning of the idea of history as a single path or linear process, suggesting instead
the idea of history branching out in an infinite number of different directions at every point in
time and space.
And a questioning of the idea of time, what it is, how it functions, how it operates; time as a
network of simultaneously divergent and convergent forces/paths which are not absolute or
uniform.
The Site
That John Fennyhouse Green identified John Acton's field as providing the best and only
possible location for the new inland port is something to be recorded in the current Canal
Basins restoration programme.
The Staffordshire & Worcester Canal connects the River Trent to the River Severn as one part
of Brindley's 'Grand Cross’ essential to the movement of materials and goods across the
country.
Construction of the canal began at the Trent. By October 1768, and with the canal builders
hard on his heels, Brindley was under pressure to fix on the site for the connection to the River
Severn, and he was looking at the confluence of the Severn with the River Stour.
Brindley was unsure about the Stour. He had ordered the neighbouring land to be fully
surveyed but couldn't shake of the memory of the devastation caused by the flooding of the
Stour in the April of 1768. As engineer, could he risk the success of the whole navigation
project on the fickleness of the Stour?
On the 27th October 1768, John Fennyhouse Green, Under Clerk of Works to the Canal
Company, was assisting John Dadford in setting out a culvert at Broadwaters when John Baker,
the Clerk of Works, directed Green to "go down to the Stour's Mouth and observe where the
Canal might be brought to the Severn.”
By the start of the following week, Green was at Lower Mitton, walking the fields near Peter
Price's house and assessing their potential as future basins and locks. He was looking for a
piece of land that was both broad enough to accommodate what is now the Clock Basin and
which sat "high enough out of flood's way.”
John Acton, the local Church Warden at Lower Mitton, owned just such a field, a stubble field,
measuring something over 5 acres and lying high enough above Mr Roberts' meadow that ran
along the Severn.
On Wednesday 2nd November, Green met with Brindley and Sir Edward Littleton, Chairman of
the Canal Company, at Acton's stubble field, and "Mr Brindley...fixed on going thro' Mr Acton's
Stubble field above Mr Price's House for making of a Bason and building warehouses et on it."
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Later the same day, Green was with Brindley and Baker in Mr Roberts' meadow when Brindley
fixed the location for the River Lock, thus abandoning his original plans for the Stour and
ordering "the Setting out of the Canal and new Water course of 17th October be altered.”
Thus the canal basins and river locks came to their present location, and the town of Stourport
grew rapidly to service and benefit from the new navigation.
John Fennyhouse Green
The catalogue for Green’s Day Books and other material at Stafford Record Office are incorrect
– the spelling of the middle name is given as ‘Fernyhouse’. By checking back with the primary
material, the correct spelling as ‘Fennyhouse’ is confirmed and the Record Office has now
agreed to amend the catalogues for Mf79/6 and D3186 accordingly. The correct spelling is
found on the title page of Green’s first Levelling Book begun 16th July 1766.
With the correct spelling, it has now been possible to identify John Fennyhouse Green as the
second child of Fennihouse Green (1694 - 1769) and Rachel Smythe. He was baptised at All
Saints in Lapley, Staffordshire, on 12th November 1727 and was buried at the same place on
9th February 1774.
The gravestones of his mother, Rachel, and sister, Sarah, can still be seen at All Saints. Set
between these two markers is a third gravestone, now destroyed. This is probably the marker
for John Fennyhouse Green.
July 2006
The intention is to express the first layer of the Canal Basins’ site palimpsest by memorialising
four actions undertaken by John Fennyhouse Green, Under Clerk to the S&W Canal Co., in late
1768 and early 1769.
In summary, these four actions are:
#1. First Site Visit | 1st November 1768 (probably)
#2. Locating the Basins at Lower Mitton | 2nd November 1768
#3. Locating the River lock | 2nd November 1768
#4. Levelling Survey of Mr Acton’s Field | 19th January 1769
This proposal sets out early thinking on the fourth action (Levelling Survey of Mr Acton’s Field
of 19th January 1769), although, in design terms, the other earlier actions are implied.
The proposal takes an historicist approach to interpretation, ie. it tells the story of local
conditions and peculiarities that influenced the creation of the Canal Basins in a decisive way.
As such, the proposal should be understood in terms of the Ancient Greek ‘historia’, meaning
“a learning or knowing by inquiry, history, record, or narrative”.
Who was John Fennyhouse Green?
Very little is known about John Fennyhouse Green. He worked with Samuel Simcock on the
levelling work at Tettenhall Bridge on 22nd July 1766 [ref. SRO MF79/6], and his appointment
as Under Clerk to the S&W Canal Co. was confirmed on 17th March 1767, at an annual salary
of £50 paid monthly and subsequently increased to £80 on 15th September 1767.
As assistant to the Clerk of Works, John Baker, Green’s tasks would have been some or all of
the following:
“...to attend the works and see that everything is executed pursuant to the surveyor’s direction
to measure the works to enter all contracts for work to give in Bills and Accounts to be settled
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by the Committee and when approved by them to pay the Bills and Money or rent for the lands
to be purchased and keep the account to be passed by the Committee and then deposited with
the Clerk to the Proprieters.” [ref. SRO MF79/1]

Although ‘history’ has forgotten John Fennyhouse Green, the surviving documentation
(primarily Stafford Record Office and, what is now, The Waterways Archives Gloucester)
indicates that he carried out an incredible range of specialist tasks, all of which he recorded in
great detail. He made site visits and undertook surveys and levelling work, he attended key
meetings and managed Brindley’s Order Books, he kept his own ‘Day Books’ (these diarise the
setting out and construction of the canal and basins, and provide the only detailed day to day
account of the work), he managed the ‘Cutting Accounts’ and dealt with land purchase and
compensation to land owners. All in all, John Fennyhouse Green did it all.
It is also likely that John Fennyhouse Green was responsible for identifying Lower Mitton as the
best location for the basins. In his Day Book for late October/1st November 1768, Green
arrives at “Mr Price’s at Stour’s Mouth” (now the Angel Inn), and asks the crucial ‘what if’
questions as he walks the fields:
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“If canal is bro’t above... If Bason is made there...”. And concludes, “To appearance the Land
from Lower Mitton lies equally well for cutting for the canal whether bro’t below or above Mr
Price’s House.” This was certainly the decision made by James Brindley and Sir Edward
Littleton on the following day, the 2nd November 1768. John Fernyhouse Green, “pursuant to
Mr Brindley’s Order”, subsequently carried out the necessary plans and levelling surveys of Mr
Acton’s stubble field and Mr Roberts’ meadow “adjoining to the Severn”, as well as the wider
area of Lower Mitton, between 5th November 1768 and 1st February 1769.
Reading between the lines of the Day Books, Green became increasingly suspicious of John
Baker, the Clerk of Works, and suggests a degree of dishonesty between Baker and Sir Edward
Littleton over the prices paid for land. For whatever reasons, John Fernyhouse Green was
appointed Clerk of Works on 15th September 1772 and relocated to Great Haywood, and John
Baker was “thanked for his services” on 15th March 1774. Hopefully this was a triumph of
integrity and hard work over corruption and incompetence.
Stourport Texts 18th March 2007
The primary event, John Fennyhouse Green’s landscape assessment, was confirmed a day later
by Brindley.
“If canal is bro’t above... If Bason is made there...And I was there ordered to measure it.”
And a stubble field became a basin.
The particularity of the moment recurring again and again, clueing in a 240 year ‘memory
trace’ of the original survey line through Wilson Roberts’ meadow.
“The site is a place where a piece should be but isn’t.” [Robert Smithson]
"For the measurement of a distance...which is not a line on the ground, difficulty is incurred in
ensuring that the measurement is made a straight line. To overcome this, one observer can
remain at A, while his helper walks towards D placing poles (or ranging rods) as he goes. By
fixing his eyes on D, the observer at A can so direct that the ranging rods are placed in a
straight line.”
– H. A. Chapman: 'Geography for Civil Service Candidates’, 1938
The two texts are both in Fry's Baskerville Italic, courtesy of Cappella Archive. This version of
John Baskerville's font was being cut by Issac Moore for Fry's Foundry in Bristol at the same
time John Fennyhouse Green was surveying Mr Acton's stubble field at Lower Mitton.
For the stainless steel text, the lower case letters are the height of one 'link', and for the
sandstone text it is the upper case letters that are one 'link' high – a link (201mm) being the
dimension of linear measurement Green used for his surveys.
The stainless steel text is Green's diary entry for 2nd November 1768 recording the outcome of
his discussions with Brindley regarding the location of the basins. The sandstone text is the
title of Green's survey of the stubble field on 19th January 1769.
Stainless steel text:
'Mr Brindley fixed on going thro' Mr Acton's Stubble Field for making of a Bason and building
warehouses et on it...And I was there ordered to measure it.’
This text functions like a landscape etymology:
'Mr Brindley' – locates the great engineer at the centre of the site.
'fixed on going thro'' – the key decision that led to the basins being where they are now
located, and which led in turn to the development of the neighbouring town.
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'Mr Acton's Stubble Field' – exposes the earlier layer of the palimpsest.
'for making of a Bason and building warehouses' – tells us what was here, particularly
important in referencing the lost Iron Warehouse on the basis of Koolhaas' notion of how
presence and absence function in proximity to each other.
'et on it' – the opportunity to use the extraordinary Baskerville italic ‘&'.
'And I was there ordered to measure it' – the decision becomes action, cues in the sandstone
text, and, most importantly, connects everything to the first person – crucial to connecting
with the site visitor as the individual reader, and thus exposing the reader's own position within
the landscape.
Sandstone text:
"Plan of Mr Acton’s Field with the Rises and Falls of its Surfaces at every square Chains Length
taken 19th January 1769.”
This text functions in the same way that an information label relates to a painting in a gallery
situation.

The text is the label, and the painting is all of the landscape 'above' it.
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